should be individualised. Surgery should not be considered a last resort, especially because relatively young patients can benefit. However, surgery is an expensive option for most people (as access to bariatric procedures in the public sector is limited, despite evidence of effectiveness), and surgery is most effective when it is part of a multidisciplinary approach that includes diet, physical activity and psychological support.

Whatever the treatment approach, follow-up is important. This should be frequent: fortnightly for the first 3 months of a weight loss program with review and escalation in intensity if there is less than 1% decrease in weight.

It is not news to GPs that there is no panacea to the obesity epidemic and that other interventions are required early in life and at a population level. However, there is justification for some optimism — modest weight loss and reductions in health risk are possible, and GPs have an important role to play in helping patients manage their weight.
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Diabetes and the human condition
Adapting to a global dilemma

The treatment of diabetes before insulin therapy tested the skills of the clinician and the commitment of the patient. But by the 1920s, insulin became widely available for the diabetic community in North America.

If diabetes was once considered a simple problem of insulin deficiency it is not seen that way now. Instead it is a window on complex metabolic distortions, signals, substrates and reactions.

A second form of diabetes

An extraordinary twist in the diabetes story has been the epidemic of type 2 diabetes. Rapid changes in the human environment — massive migrations from rural to urban environments with upheavals in diet away from traditional foods — have accompanied soaring prevalence rates in developed and developing economies alike.

Why cannot humans adapt to our new environments? Maybe we can — but it will take ages. Plutella xylostella caterpillars adapt to an obesogenic environment, but in eight generations. So we must turn instead to the environmental factors that promote diabetes and hinder its treatment.

What we eat is inextricably linked to the food that is available, affordable and acceptable. In order to make lasting and sustainable changes to the food environment, the food system from paddock to plate must change. This may occur through the accumulation of many small changes.

The role of Big Farmer

Agricultural subsidies for cash crops can be a health hazard. Subsidised corn and soybean oil in the United States lead to cheap ultraprocessed foods. Production of high-fructose corn syrup, used in beverages, is supported by large government subsidies.

But with reduced subsidies corn farmers are now planting orchards and growing vegetables. Cause and effect cannot be disentangled, but changes in agriculture are occurring in parallel with health awareness. Farm incomes are recovering in parallel with increased sales of fruits and vegetables.

Improvements must be made not only in food production, but also in food-processing practices. Product reformulation can reduce the levels of salt and sugar and replace trans and saturated fats. Ensuring that a health-promoting
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replacement is available depends on upstream agricultural production and policies.

Again in the US, where consumer awareness of the hazards of trans fats has grown rapidly, the food production industry has responded. In 2005, the Dow Chemical Company launched canola and sunflower seeds for cooking oils with a longer shelf life and suitable for frying. This shift occurred in parallel with the requirement for all foods to be labelled with trans fat content.  

Food product reformulation followed, and 600 million tons of trans and saturated fats were removed from the US diet between 2005 and 2012.  

So with a blend of informed consumer pressure, legislative support and innovative food industry responsiveness, changes do occur.

In addition to the toxic food environment, many new cities and neighbourhoods are not conducive to walking. Instead, sitting sullen and stressed in traffic jams is normative. Much as with the food environment, promising changes upstream in urban design can be both health-promoting and attractive to developers. More safe bicycle lanes, aesthetic rather than cracked and lumpy footpaths, and accessible public transportation systems increase physical activity levels.

Equity of access to care

Alongside these preventive changes for type 2 diabetes, the environment that limits care for patients with diabetes must change. Each year, thousands of children with type 1 diabetes die in less economically advanced societies for lack of insulin. Families face the shocking choice between insulin for one child and food for the others.

We do not know everything about diabetes and the environment but we know enough to advocate for change — at all points in the agri-food chain, in the way we design our cities and in seeking justice for all people who need them to have access to lifesaving diabetes therapies.
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Dear MJA readers,

We want to share your puzzling experiences and your unusual and humorous medical stories. Send us your seriously funny research, strange images, cartoons, quirky quips and gory stories.

You can win great prizes and be published in the MJA, Australia’s premier medical journal.

The MJA Christmas Competition deadline is COB, Friday 10 October 2014.

Please submit via our online submissions system “ScholarOne” https://www.mja.com.au/submissions

Email: mja@mja.com.au with any queries.
